Allbäck Paint North America
Estimated Product Lead Times
______

ALLBÄCK STOCK COLOURS
We stock all the Allbäck premixed colours at our warehouse in Kingston, ON. If we do not
have adequate stock, or for a particularly large order, expect certain lead times to receive
material:
Option 1: Sea freight
- Timing: 4-6 weeks
- Cost: No extra cost
Option 2: Air freight
- Timing: approx. 2 weeks
- Cost: Around a 35% premium on the cost of the material. A more accurate air
freight cost is established at the time of order depending on order size.
Note: Import Customs can present unforeseen delays in timing, but this is rare.

CUSTOM COLOUR RECIPE DEVELOPMENT
Recipes for all custom colours are developed by Allbäck in Sweden. Recipe development
can be done from an NCS Kulturkulör Code or from an actual colour sample that we send
to Sweden. Using the recipe, the custom paint can be made by the painter using Allbäck
stock colours available here in North America.
Cost: $300 CAD per colour recipe. Recipe is kept on file for future reference.
Option 1: Colour chosen from NCS Kulturkulör Fan Deck
- We request colour sample (30cm x 30cm) from Allbäck in Sweden.
- They use the NCS colour code to develop the colour recipe, produce a sample,
and send to Canada for approval.
- Timing: approx. 2 weeks
Option 2: Colour sample sent to Allbäck in Sweden for matching
- We send a physical colour sample to Allbäck in Sweden for analysis
- Allbäck will develop the colour recipe, produce samples (30cm x 30cm), and
send them to North America for approval.
- Timing: approx. 3 weeks
Note: Some brighter, modern colours cannot be reproduced using the natural
earth pigments in linseed oil paint.

CUSTOM PAINT MIXING BY ALLBÄCK SWEDEN
Once a custom colour is approved, we can request that Allbäck produce the custom paint
and send it pre-mixed from Sweden.
Cost: $300 CAD per batch (regardless of batch size)
Timing:
Option 1: Sea freight
- Timing: 4-6 weeks
- Cost: No extra cost
Option 2: Air freight
- Timing: approx. 2 weeks
- Cost: Around a 35% premium on the cost of the material. A more accurate air
freight cost is established at the time of order depending on order size.
Note: Import Customs can present unforeseen delays in timing, but this is rare.

When possible, please advise us of your project as early as possible so that we can be
proactive about material lead times.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Sage Restoration Inc.
12 Cataraqui Street
Kingston, ON K7K 1Z7

1 866 516 7787
info@sagerestoration.com
www.sagerestoration.com

